
Among linden trees



Hotel ‘Podrinje’

Reconstruction and Furnishing





’Architecture is always a concept of beauty. If it’s not, it’s not architecture’

Mihajlo Mitrovic





During its century long existence, the history of „Hotel Podrinje“ was blessed 
by visits from renown people of their time. King Peter I Karadjordjević, known 
as the favourite Serbian King among the people, used to arrive by train, reside 
at nearby Villa Koviljača, strive through the beautiful park and visit Hotel 
“Podrinje”. In memory of the Monarch, near the hotel building stands the SPA 
bath of King Peter. Nowadays, the park is protected as a natural whole and is 
in the process of becoming a Park of Nature and Heritage Park that would also 
include slopes of Mount Gučevo.





“The exterior and interior design provides luxury while preserving 
the touch of history”





The renovated Hotel “Podrinje” welcoming its guests in 43 modern single and 
double rooms and magnificent apartments located at the first, second, third 
and attic floor of the building. The guest  enjoying the indoor pool, summer 
garden for sunbathing, winter garden with TV lounge, presentation room, 
children’s playroom, room for babies, restaurant and bar.









Spa gem is ideal for treatments in the Special Hospital Banja Koviljača, located 
only 2OO meters away.





It consist of full fit out works inclusive of newly installed MEP services. Only high 
range quality finishing materials are implemented, with high class furniture and 
up to date hotel equipment. The exterior and interior design provides luxury 
while preserving the touch of history. The whole park and the building itself 
is considered to be a cultural and historical area; cultural Good “Complex SPA 
Banja Koviljača” that is under the care of the Regional Authority for Protection 
of Cultural Heritage and Historic Monuments. The spirit of past times linger 
within the building by preserving the complete park facing facade of the hotel 
from 1910, and incorporated with construction of 1979 to 1982 under the design 
of Architect Mihajlo Mitrović. 










